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As of Eall 2006,
*1 < » V s
‘comparative ethnic
studies’ will be a new
lliò s s i
major olLered at C:al
Poly within the
C:ollege of Liberal
Arts.
The new major
will give C:al Poly
students the oppor
tunity to study the
historical develop
ment and social sig
nificance of race and
ethnicity in the
United States.
“The hope is that
indigenous studies
will go beyond the
BRENNAN ANGEL M i’siANt; uaiiy
traditional Native Charise Cheney, the ethnic studies department chair, will head the new
American studies to comparative ethnic studies major.
compare the experi
ences and histories of
it in the traditional way of been offered since 1W4, when
indigenous people around the atstudying
African Americans, the program that started in 1992
world,” said C'.harise Cheney, the Asian Americans,
Native became a department. Although
ethnic stud
Americans or the idea for the department was
ies depart
Latinos. Now, always to move toward having a
USTANGDAILY
ment chair.
we’re taking a major, several budget crunches
“This is
much more and faculty turnover problems
3-PART SERIES
the case for
g l o b a l made this not feasible, C:ollege of
all of the
approach to Liberal Arts Dean Linda Halisky
trad itio n al
those people and their experi said.
areas of ethnic studies, which is ence
The new program dismantles
the United States.”
why the new major is so excit Aninethnic
studies
minor
has
ing,” she said.“We’re not looking

see Major, page 2
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University ('»raphic Systems has
received two industry awards for the
collaborative book made with art and
design seniors entitled “C'.apstone
2(H)5.” U(iS published the book fea
turing the work of art and design stu
dents.
The book’s print quality earned
UGS the C:ertificate of Merit fmm the
Frint Quality competition Intended for
Industry.
“It’s R*ally exciting because we’re
students,” UCiS head press operator
Heth Bach said. “It’s good for people
we market to and helps advertising.”
The book also won the Fremier
Frint Award from the Frinting
Industries of America/C¡raphic Arts
Technical Foundation’s international
competition. It ranked among the best
of over 3,200 entries.
For Carolina Velasco, a graphic com
munications senior and UCiS (¡eneral

Manager, it’s a self-esteem booster.
“If you give students the tools they
need, the students will run with it,"
Velasco said. "They give us the step
ping stone.”
Velasco and Bach both give credit to
the equipment donated by the indiistrs’
and people outside the department, in
addition to the time invested by those
within the department.
“When it comes to it. Cal Foly has
been able to invest,’’Velasco said. “The
professors have invested time and
effort.”
A key aspect to the pniject was the
tWL> department’s ability' to work
together to pniduce the book.
Some of the art and design students
were able to see the publishing process
es first hand.
“These students learn how to print
creatively,” Velasco said. “They have
killer designs.”
“C:.ipstone 2(K)3” can be seen in the
graphic communications department,
building 26 room 207.

Fair Trade Club makes gift packs
Mariecar Mendoza
MUSTANU DAILY

Though the recent weather has
made many forget that the holid.iy
season is just a few weeks away, the
Cal Foly Fair Trade Club hasn’t for
gotten It’s the season for giving.
This year the Cal Foly Trade Club
is beginning what they hope will be
an annual fund-raiser to benefit fair
trade certified cocoa bean farmers in
the Ivory Coast. Members of the

club will sell holiday gift packs full of
fair trade coffee, sugar and latte mugs
for $20.
And for the club, the goal is all
about scales.
“Basically we’re raising money so
(African farmers) can buy scales,”
said club adviser Tom Neuhaus, a
food science and nutrition associate
professor. “A way to help the farmers
is to give them (items) that will help
their business, and one of those

see Trade, page 2

Agriculture enterprises plant the
seed a career grow ing experience
Tonya Strickland
MUSTANU DAllY

COM ING

USTANGDAILY THURSDAY
In bringing students
one step closer to the real
Enterprise projects Cal
world of production
2-PART SERIES Poly E ^ and Cal Paiy
aided with the cushion of
Organic Earm
a fiscal safety net. Cal
Foly Foundation funds
agricultural enterprise
Resources for more than 40 enterprises are
projects that compensate workers and re- supplied
to many agriculture student workers
invests profit in the prtigram.
in
departments
such as horticulture and emp
If an enterprise loses money, the department science, food science
and nutrition and animal
conducting the pn>ject absorbs the loss, making science that range frt>m
endeavors as cul
it a “financially, risk-free opportunity” that can tivating poinsettias at thesuch
Flant Shop, full
pn-tvide students with fundamental skills in production and packagingFoly
C.al Foly Eggs
management, marketing, packaging and labor, and supplying the communityof with
veggies.
according to the College of Agriculture enter
TOM .SANDER.S MUSTAN«, DAllY
prise booklet.
see Flants, page 2 Students involved in agriculture enterprises grow poinsettias at the Poly Plant Shop.
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Major
continuedfrom page I

the existing minor program and
reshapes the curriculum, which
will add 11 new classes, but only
one additional faculty member.
As the curriculum is reshaped,
the former cultural images series
will be removed, which was a
comparative study of the cultural
representations and counter-rep
resentations by American
racial/ethnic groups in U.S. pop
ular opinion and consciousness.
Replacing this series will be
2(H) level survey courses that will
serve as introductory courses to
specific racial/ethnic groups and
their cultural institutions.
1 he extra classes will now give
ethnic studies professors a chance
to explore experimental methods
of teaching their courses within
the program.
“There is more room in the
curriculum now for the creation
of topical courses . . . (which)
gives faculty members an oppor
tunity tt) teach courses that are
not in the curriculum, but are in
particular interest to that faculty
person,” Cdieney said.
“The major also creates
opportunity for (professors), as
well as for the students, to
explore more in depth issues per
taining to our discipline,” she
said.
Although the new major will
cause her more work, Cheney
said she is excited about the addi
tion of comparative ethnic stud
ies as a Bachelor of Arts Degree.
“I look forward to this oppor
tunity to play an instrumental
role in the direction of what real
ly is a historical moment at C'al
I’oly,” she said.
“It definitely can be a little
overwhelming,” she said. “But I
invite the challenge of imple
menting the curriculum, and in
recruiting students in to the
major and to get students more
excited about the major.”
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continuedfrom page I

Such projects are valuable for stu
dents seeking industry “know-how”
because the projects provide oppor
tunities without financial burdens,
Jennifer Fox head of horticulture &
crop science department said.
“(There is) the possibility of a
nice upside, if they work on an
effective and profitable project,” she
said.
In 2001, two students worked 915
hours in poinsettia production and
shared approximately $11,000 in
profits, according to The Foundation
Annual Report from that year.
Foly Flant Shop generated
$164,500 in gross revenue in the
2004-2005 fiscal year, said Sharon
Dobson, shop advisor and ('.al I’oly
lecturer. Revenue either goes direct
ly back to students involved with
enterprise projects, minus project
expenses or to cover labor and sup
plies.
“Foly Flam Shop operates tin a
break-even basis,” she said.
Not only are student employees
financially supported while under
the wing of an Fnterprise Froject,
they also work in close contact with
faculty and staff in the grow'ing and
marketing of a product. Fox said.
They also pick up a wide assortment

of skills, such as business and mar
keting plans and team-building.
“1 have been able to take the
information that 1 learn in class and
apply it to a work environment, said
Jennifer Hart, Foly Flam Shop man
ager and environmental horticulture
senior. “This experience has gone
far beyond just horticulture. It has
taught me a lot about customer rela
tions, managing staff, marketing and
planning for large events.”
Students put into practice what
they learn in a classroom setting and
whether or not there is a monetary
profit. Fox said. “They usually learn
some important take-home mes
sages from the experience.”
Agriculture students are not the
only ones w’ho can “get their hands
dirty” in these projects because the
program is open to all students will
ing to work and go through “some
basic farming practices and other
safety training,” Fox said.
Business and liberal arts students
have worked sitle by side with col
lege of agriculture students on sev
eral instances, such as learning about
growing and selling organic crops,
fruit and vegetables, flowers or mak
ing candles.
“Without these projects students
outside of agriculture may never
have the opportunity in an educa
tional setting while at (lal Foly,” she
said.

Trade

Several members of the club
already began selling the packs on
continuedfrom page I
campus m the University Union
things is a scale. If they can weigh
7 to 11:30 a.m.Tuesday
the beans themselves, they won’t
lontinue tod.iy, Nov. 2H
get ripped off by the middle man.”
Dec. 1.
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TH E FACE OF CAL POLY Feds agree to list Puget Sound
— do something beyond your cur
orcas as endangered species
rent capabilities what it would be;
Favorites

Gene Johnson

Musician/Artist: Death Cab for Run a marathon

Curie

Movie: “Home Alone”
Food: Stir fry
Place: Montana de Oro

Karena Hobus
Year: junior
Hometown: Long Beach
Major: kinesiology

IfYou Could ...

Name:

ASSOC IATED PRESS

Other

— Here is your chance to ask out
any person at Cal Poly, are you
going to take it?
“No”

— could hook up with any celebrity
would would it be and why?
—Shout out?
Josh Hartnett, for obvious reasons... The 1101 girls

B rie fs
SACRAMENTO (AP) —
Several Sacramento-area restau
rants were temporarily shut
down last week after state offi
cials conducted a sweep target
ing businesses believed to be
breaking labor laws.
State officials made unan
nounced visits to 20
Sacramento-area restaurants and
found 16 to be in violatuin of
labor lawsv including workers’
compensation, overtime and
minimum wage rules.
The 16 restaurants were fined
a total of $193,350, mostly for
workers’ compensation viola
tions.The fines can be appealed.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Supreme Court nominee Samuel
Alito distanced himself Tuesday
from his 1985 comments that
there was no constitutional right
to abortion, telling a senator in
private that he had been “an advocate seeking a job.” Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, D-Calif., an abortion
rights supporter and the only
woman on the Senate Judiciary
C'.onunittee, said she asked the
conservative judge about a document released Monday showing
Alito in 1985 telling the Reagan
administration he was particularly
proud to help argue that “the
Constitution does not protect a
right to an abortion.”

AMMAN, Jordan (AP) —
Jordan introduced strict security
measures aimed at foreigners
Tuesday and said it was drafting
the country’s first anti-terror specific legislation to prevent further
attacks like last week’s the triple
hotel bombings.
The moves came as more
details emerged about the 35year-old Iraqi woman who failed
in her bid to blow herself up in
an Amman hotel, with friends
saying she had three brothers
killed by U.S. forces.
The U.S. Embassy also said
four Americans were among
those killed in the attacks, raising
the U.S. toll from three.

SEATTLE — The federal gov
ernment on Tuesday listed Puget
Sound orcas as an endangered
species, rather than a threatened
one as it proposed last year.
“Between the time we proposed
to list these animals as threatened
and now, we’ve discovered the pop
ulation is in a more delicate situa
tion than we had assumed,’’ said
Brian Gorman, a spokesman for the
National Marine Fisheries Service.
The three pods of orcas that live
in Puget Sound each summer
number 89 whales — down from
its historical levels in the middle of
last century, but up from a low of
79 in 2002.
Previously, they were protected
under the Marine Mammal
Protection Act, which kept them
from being killed or harassed. The
new listing under the Endangered
Species Act will require federal
agencies to make sure their activi
ties do not harm the whales and
will provide better protection
against the factors contributing to
their decline, including pollution
and a loss of prey, namely salmon.
Eight environmental groups
sued in December 2(K)2 over the
government’s refusal to list the
whales under the Endangered
Species Act. The government had
argued that it couldn’t list them

because the Puget Sound orcas
were not biologically distinct from
other orcas.
The environmental groups
argued that Puget Sound orcas have
a different diet and features from
other orcas, don’t mate outside their
family structure, and that they are
also different in showing such an
attachment to one geographic
region, and a federal judge ordered
the fisheries service to reconsider.
In response, the agency suggested
listing the orcas as threatened, a list
ing that would afford the whales all
the prxitections of the Endangered
Species Act. Upon further review,
and at the request of environmen
talists, the fisheries service decided
the “endangered” listing was more
appropriate.
“Threatened” reflects a species at
risk of becoming endangered;
“endangered” reflects a species at
risk of becoming extinct. There is
little, if any, difference in paitection
provided under each listing; it’s sim
ply a reflection of the peril faced by
the species.
“If 1were a killer whale, I would
n’t notice any difference,” Gorman
said.
Patti Goldman, a managing
attorney with Earthjustice in
Seattle, said the “endangered” listing
might help environmental groups
win more money from the federal
government to protect the orcas.
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W ounded defense lawyer
Focus on getting students into
c o l l ^ shifts to getting them out in Saddam trial flees Iraq,
Justin Pope
a s s ik :ia t e i )

m ess

NEW YORK — For decades,
getting more students into college
has been the top priority of
America’s higher education lead
ers. What’s the point, a growing
number of experts are wondering,
when so few who go to school
finish a degree?
Just 54 percent of students
entering four-year colleges in
1997 had a degree six years later,
according to some of the latest
government figures. After borrow
ing for school but failing to grad
uate, many of those students may
be worse off than if they had never
attended college at all.
Now the question of what to do
about the country’s unimpressive
and stagnate graduation rates is on
the agenda, from college presidents’
offices to state houses. The latest
sign of the trend comes Wednesday,
when former Princeton President
William Bowen lays out an ambi
tious research agenda on the ques
tion during a speech in New York.
Normally, a scholar’s decision to
take on an academic topic is hard
ly news. Bowen, president of the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, is
the kind of researcher whose work
is so influential that his very
curiosity about a subject can raise
Its profile.
His data-driven studies on col
lege athletes, affirmative action and
college access for the poor have all
sparked nationwide debate in
recent years, and he attracted wide
spread attention last year with a
speech at the University ofVirginia
that called for class-based affirma
tive action m college admissions.
Bowen’s latest project will exam
ine m detail who graduates and
who doesn’t at a group of about 20

varied universities. In an interview,
he described the message he will
deliver to a Goldman Sachs
Foundation gathering on issues fac
ing college trustees as his opening
salvo on the topic.
“The United States has always
said it believes in opportunity and
social mobility and fairness,’’ Bowen
said. “If you find that the odds of
getting through are very different
for different groups of people, that’s
something you ought to be con
cerned about.”
It’s known that elite schools have
generally higher graduation rates
than non-elite schools. What’s less
clear is why the graduation rates at
seemingly similar colleges vary so
much. The main campuses of Penn
State and the University of
Minnesota have comparable price
tags, student SAT scores, and per
centage of students from poor
backgrounds. Penn State graduates
more than 80 percent of its stu
dents, and Minnesota barely half.
The federal figures report 57
percent of white students finish
their degree, compared with 44
percent of Flispanics and 39 percent
of blacks. A 2004 Education Trust
report found a quarter of schools
have gaps between whites and
blacks of 20 points or more.
Traditionally, experts say, blame
has fallen on high schools, or on the
students themselves.
“You walk into a high school and
50 percent of the kids aren’t gradu
ating, people say ‘What’s the matter
with this place? Ciet me the princi
pal. Ciet me the school board. Let’s
put this place in receivership,”’ said
Patrick Callan, president of the
National Center for Public Policy
and Higher Education. “But people
walk into (a college) and say‘What’s
the matter with these students? We

gave them a chance to go to col
lege.”
While student responsibility is a
factor, “an awful lot of institutions
just assumed that getting them in
the door was th<? most important
thing,” said Kati Haycock, director
ofThe Education Trust.
Now, both Haycock and C’allan
say there are signs that is changing.
Graduation rates are on the agenda
of Education Secretary Margaret
Spellings’ new national commission
on higher education. There is
growing research on how colleges
can get students more involved in
campus life, which makes them
more likely to stay enrolled. And
Callan says some state legislatures,
even in the face of pressure to
increase capacity, are exploring
budget incentives for schools to
improve graduation rates, not just
increase enrollment.
“But you have to do it carefully,
because if you put all the incentives
on completion then you just
encourage colleges to cherry pick
the population” of students most
likely to graduate, Callan said.
“There’s already too much of that.”
Sarah Turner, a University of
Virginia education economist, has
assembled data showing graduation
rates have stagnated over recent
decades even as enrollment has
climbed. Explanations range from
rising college costs to insufficient
academic support to students sim
ply not realizing how valuable a
college degree is.
Which factors matter most, and
how they overlap, is not well
understood, largely because the
topic is hard to measure. Tracking
enrollment numbers is relatively
easy, but tracking w'hat happens to
individual students over six years is
much harder.

seeks asylum in Q atar
Sameer N.Yacoub

Iraqi lawyers involved in the case
behind the scenes also announced
they were quitting the defense team
BACiHDAI), Iraq — In another because
of security fears.
setback to the Saddam Hussein case, Nonetheless,
of the Iraqi
a defense lawyer who was wounded FI igh Tribunal sayofficials
they will go ahead
in an ambush that killed one of his with the second session as planned
colleagues said Tuesday he had fled and will appoint replacements if
Iraq and was seeking asylum in the defense attorneys don’t appear.
(iiilf state of Qatar.
Government spokesman Laith
Thamir al-Khuzaie represented Kubba said the defense team had
two of Saddam’s seven co-defen twice rejected offen to move them
dants in the trial, which is scheduled into the heavily guarded Green
to msunie Nov. 28. He spoke on Zone for the duration of the trial.
c o n d i t i o n _________________
He brushed aside
that his cur
suggestions that the
rent location ^ was subject to an assas trial should be
outside Iraq
out of the
sination attempt and to moved
not
be
country
and
danger tha tnu^lit have accused
reported.
the defense
“1 was even touched my family.^^ of using the securi
only a lawyer — THAMIR AL-KHUZAIE ty issue to try to
who prac defense lawyer for Saddam Hussein subvert the pro
ceedings.
ticed his pro
Al-Khuzaie
fession in
insisted
that
he
was
simply practic
Iraq.Yet I was subjected to an as.sassination attempt and to danger that ing his profession and did not take
might have even touched my fami the case because of his own politi
ly,” al-Khuzaie told The Associated cal views. He represented former
Press by telephone. “So I decided to Vice President Taha Yassin
Ramadan and Saddam’s half broth
leave the country.”
Al-Khuzaie was injured in a Nov. er, Barzan Ibrahim.
8 ambush in western Baghdad in “My colleagues and I were sim
professional lawyers who have
which another defense lawyer, Adel ply
nothing
politics,” alal-Zubeidi, was killed. Al-Zubeidi Khuzaie totolddoAP.with
“But the politi
was the second defense lawyer cians have put us inside
We
involved in the ca.se to be assassinat were only lawyers andpolitics.
ed since the trial opened Oct. 19. can be held without us. Wenoarecourt
one
Saddam’s personal attorney, Khalil of the pillars of the court. No trial
al-I)ulaimi, broke off dealings with will be deemed as legal without
the Iraqi special court following the our participation.”
killing of lawyer Saadoun al-Janabi, Saddam and the seven others are
whose body was found two days charged wnth crimes against human
after the opening session.
ity in the 1982 deaths of Shiite
After the a.ssa.ssination of the sec Muslims executed after a failed
ond lawyer, al-l)ulaimi.indicated the assassination attempt against the
defense team would not show up since-deposed Iraqi ruler. They
for the Nov. 28 session. About 1,100 could face hanging if convicted.
ASSOCaATEI) I'RESS
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Snoop D o ^ Owner beats Coca-O^la, prompting Mexican antitrust rulings
“However, we have used the appeal
to attend anti Mark Stevenson
processes open to us to present argu
ments that our business practices
MEXICO C:iTY - Mexico has
comply with Mexican competition
execution rally imposed
its biggest anti-monopoly
laws, and to demonstrate that our
fines ever, totaling about $08 million
ass ( h :ia t e d

Kim Curtis

ASSOCIATED I'lEESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Rapper
Snoop Hogg will attend a rally
Saturday outside San Quentin State
Prison to support a former gang
leader scheduled to be executed
next month, actxirding to an advo
cacy group.
The former CTips member
turned musician will be among
thousands expected to protest the
Dec. 13 execution of Stanley Tookie
Williams, who was sentenced to
death in 19H1 ft>r killing four peo
ple in two Los Angeles robberies.
The rapper wanted to visit
Williams, but his application for
entry to the prison was denied,
according to San Quentin
spokesman Vernell Oittendon.
“We were unable to provide him
with a security clearance because of
his arrest history,” he saitl.
Before turning to music. Snoop
1)ogg spent time in prison for drugrelated offenses. In 1W3, he faced
charges in ctinnection with a driveby shooting but was later cleared.
I )uring his years on death row.
Williams has earned international
acclaim for his children's books urg
ing kids to stay out of gangs, among
other peace-preaching efforts.
An award-winning cable televi
sion movie about Williams’ life,
“Redemptum: fhe Stan ‘Ibokie’
Williams Story,” starring Jamie
Foxx, also drew attention to his
case.
.More than a dozen other rallies
iround the state are scheduled m
the next few weeks supporting
Williams, wln>se prison teachings
have earned him several Nobel
Prize nominations. Fhe rallies
include a documentary film screen
ing about Williams in San Francisco,
hosted by actor Danny (ilover; a
discussion led by the I )ominican
Sisters of San Rafael; and a roundthe-clock vigil outside the prison
fmm I )ec. 4 until the execution,
when people fn»m actxm the countr\’ are expected to demonstrate.
Saturdays rally is scheduled for
10 a.m. PST outside San Quentin's
gate, according to I )eath PenaIrs’
Focus, the gn>up organizing the
event.
Snoop I iogg. whose real name is
CCalvin Rroadiis, once associated
with the (Tips, the infamous Los
Angeles-area street vi->ng that
Williams co-founded. His early
recordings offered gritty details
about Southern Cfihfornia gang life.

I'RESs

(euro .38 million,) against Coca-('ola
C'o. and dozens of its distributors and
bottlers, a battle won by one woman
who got tired of being told what to
sell at her one-room store in an
impoverished Mexico C-ity neigh
borhood.
In a country where David-vs.(ioliath battles usually end with
David getting crushed, Raquel
Cdiavez’s victory is no small feat.
The fines — one batch amounting
to about $1.3 million (euro 13 mil
lion) and another for $33 million
(euro43 million) — will not be for
mally announced until a mandatory
appeals period ends, but regulators
and a Coca -C'ola representative con
firmed them to The Associated Press.
It is no coincidence that the battle
— which resulted in some of the
highest antitrust fines CTike has ever
faced — was waged in Mexico, with
the highest per-capita soft drink con-

ASS(X:iAIKD I'RESS

Raquel Chavez, a shopkeeper, sits outside her store and describes how
she filed an anti-monopoly complaint that led to a record $53 million
fine against Coca-Cola distributors in Mexico.
sumption in the world.
Even Chavez, 49, expected to
lose when a Coke distributor told
her to get rid of Big (iola, an
upstart brand that arrived in
Mexico recently from Peru, or risk
having Ckike stop selling to her.
“I told them,‘You can’t refuse to

sell to me. That’s unconstitutional’,”
Chavez told The Associated Press. “I
didn’t really know if it was uncon
stitutional, but 1 said it anyw,iy.”
CTica-C'ola denied that it has
engaged in monopolistic practices.
“We respect the ... decisions,”
spokesman Charley Sutlive said.

Under Four ... or head in the can ?
THE AVERAGE CAL POLY STUDENT DRINKS UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING

k
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commercial practices are fair.”
Coke, whose share of the Mexican
soft drink market hovers around 70
percent, is a must-have item for small
stores. Cdiavez still sells it. But she
also resented being told what she
could sell.
“You may call the shots every
where else, but I’m the boss in my
store,” she told the distributor.
She put her three children
through college with her 20-hour
days at her store, called “La Racha,”
which means a streak of luck, and
takes pride in the business.
In 2003, her customers began ask
ing for “Big C'ola,” which had begun
cutting into Choke’s market with
lower prices. C]oke told her to get rid
of the brand, but she refused.
“1 am a common citizen who
demands her rights, who won’t allow
herself to be stepped on, that’s
see Antitrust, page 8
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^Get Rich’ out-raps low expectadons
Alex Switzer

IOWA STATE DAILY (lOWA STATE U.)

AMES, Iowa — Curtis “50 Cent”Jackson,
one of the most popular stars in hip-hop,
makes his motion pictua' debut as an
orphaned street kid who makes his mark in
the drug trade. He finally dares to leave the
violence behind and become the rap artist he
was meant to be in “Ciet Rich or I )ie Tryin’,”
the new film fixini six-time Oscar nominee
Jim Sheritlan.
“Violence only begets more violence."
Such is the lesson learned on the gangland

COURIKSY PHtri'O

Som etim es

streets where families are killed for money
and peoples lives are destroyed by drugs. 50
Cent attempts to legitimize his gangsta-rapper persona in his new semi-autobiographical film, “Get Rich or Die Tryin’.”
Marcus, the theatrical face of 50 Cent, goes
from impoverished schoolboy to ruthless drug
dealer right before our eyes in this loose adap
tation of 50’s life. After his mother is killed by
Majestic, a drug kingpin, Marcus hits the
streets hard to make money and hopefully one
day nail down a record contract. When he gets
caught with drugs, he goes to prison and
meets his future manager, llama, played by

Terrence Howard, and begins a musical career,
much to chagrin of Majestic.
The most common comparison made to
this movie is Eminem’s “S Mile,” but any simi
larity ends after the stories’ real-life-rapper ori
gins.
It is slightly cheesy to say the movie makes
50 Cent “seem more human,” yet it brings to
light a more fragile side to the seemingly inde
structible rapper. After being shot nine times
out of retribution for mbbing a group of
CTibans, 50 C'eut attempts to show his physical
and emotional struggles involved in the healsee 50 Cent, page 7

Gam ing
thrives on
sequels

*

One Just

Isn’t Enough|

Mark Bemenderfer

THE OllSEKVEK (NOTRE DA.ME)

Do Your Thing"
Ringtones for

$ 2 .4 9 Text code to 386

Title

TextCode í

Run It! - Chris Brown

141001
141002
141003
141004

Here We Go Again (teat Kelly Rowland)-Tona

141005

My Humps - Black Eyed Peas
Hustler’s Ambition - 50 Cent
Stay Fly - Fall Out Boy

We Be Bumin’(Legalize It) - Sean Paul 141006
I’m Sprung - T-Pain

141007

Girl Tonile (feat. Trey Songz) - Twista

141008

Don’t Cha - Pussycat Dolls

141009

Play - David Banner

141010

I'ma King (teatT.l.and U’Scrappy) •P$C

141011

Reggaeton Latino - Don Omar

141012

Sugar, We’re Going Down - Fan Out Boy 141013
Soul Survivor - Young Jeezy

141014

Gold Digger - Kanye West

141015

Presidential - Voungbloodz

141016

Hixig up 0 Cam Keep WaMng For Vbu)-Madonna

141017

Welcome to Jamrock •Damian Marley 141018
Jesus of Suburbia - Green Day

141019

Lighters Up - Lil’Kim

141020

Back Then - Mike Jones

141021

Back in Black - AC/DC

141022

Shake It Off - Mariah Carey

141023

Stewie’s Sexy Party - Family Guy

141024

Slow Wind - R. Kelly

141025

I'm N Luv (Wit a Stripper) - T-Pain 141026

141081

141086

141087

141082

141088

141085

141083

m-ICS»
141089

141090

My Hood “Young Jeezy

141027

Feel Good Inc. - Goriliaz

141028

BadB*tch-Webbie

141029

Order Now, Right From Your Phone!

Because I Got High - Afroman

141030

Type in ttw 6'digit code and text it to
A iink to your purchase wiil
be sent to your msg biboxf Supported canters: Onguiar.

386,

¥ ■

141091

SOUTH BEND, Ind.— The
market is becoming increasingly sat
urated with sequels, a double-edged
sword for the video game industry'.
Sequels allow' developers to flesh
out gaming worlds, giving increasing
information to a ravenous gaming
culture.
To keep a franchise alive and
growing, thea* must be signs of con
stant innovation, as well as remaining
true to what made the originals
appealing to gamers. “Resident Evil
4” showcased this by making a huge
departuR* fmm the established norm,
doing away with the standird villain
archetype and intnidiicing several
plot twists to the overall continuum.
I leveloper C'apcom also kept the
franchise fR*sh by updating the
gameplay mechanics. Unlike the pR‘vious versions, “Resident Evil 4” uti
lized a new camera and aiming sys
tem. The new camera made the
action moR- personal, a.s the gamer
was kept clme to the hem at all
times.
“Cirand Theft Auto” is another
example on how to constantly keep
a tfanchise appealing to gamers.
I leveloper Rockstar has established a
library of Recurring characters upon
which to draw and ftxuses heavily
upon character development. Since
the entiR* “Cirand Theft Auto” uni
verse spans alnuTst half a century, the
gamer is given the chance to watch
their favorite characters matuR* and
develop.
For example, the CiTA universe
was intn>duced to media-mogul
Donald Love in “Cirand Theft Auto
3.” In the spin-ofT “Vice City,” set in
the ’8( K, it was shown how Love
learned how to become an entrepre
neur. The player meets Love again in
“Liberty City Stories.”Taking place
chmnologically between the other
two, this is where the player helps
Love implement what he learned in
“Vice City.”
Because the stories are presented
in a non-chmnol(Tgical manner,
Rockstar can take a character and
create a truly memorable video
game persona through the use of
character history.
The basic gameplay is also updat
ed ftt>m game to game, with the
games contreds and content being
the bij5?est area for innovation.The
latest console venion of CiTA “San

see Sequels, page 7
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Getting Biblical with Iron and W ine
C'alexico on the excellent album
“In the Reins.” He was also fea
tured on the “Garden State” sound
track for his cover of the Postal
Service’s “Such Cîreat Heights” —
that was him crooning during Zach
Bratf and Natalie Portman’s postcoital bliss.
I chatted with Beam this spring
as he hit the road for a countrywide
tour. The former
college professor
STACEY ANDERSON
(and fuher of
SmXM. IIVIHK DAIIY
three) loaned his
perfectly cadencedStacey Anderson is a journalism and drawl to observa
tions on religious
music senior, KCPR DJ and golden
¡goddess. She wants you to listen to the chicks, hillbilly
KCPR On-Air Auction, now throui^h medicine and his
I'riday, W a.m.-6 p.m. E-mail her at epic ficial hair. And
he likes reggae.
standers^/alpoly. edu.
Who knew?
on’t let the taste dissuade
Art Beat (AB):
— Iron and Wine is
very, very good for you. So why ‘Iron and
Wine’? What does
The name stands for Sam Beam,
it represent?
a singer-songwriter with a fast
folk
Sam Beam (SB): It’s actually a
finger and instantly recognizable
gentle vocals. The talented south substance, a home remedy, like cas
erner has recorded two full-length tor oil. There’s still stuff called “beef
albums and numerous EPs and sin iron and wine.”lt sounds pretty
gross. It’s like a protein supplement
gles, most for Sub Pop Records,
and recently collaborated with
kind of thing.

D

AB: Did you grow up in the
South?
SB: South Carolina. But yeah, I
thought that name was interesting.
AB: So it’s supposed to cure every
thing?
SB: I don’t know. I wouldn’t take it!
AB: Sounds smart. So what are you
listening to right now?
SB: Bunch of random stuff. What

affected your music at all?
SB: Yeah, it affects your whole life,
(laughs) It affects your whole out
look on things.You’re not the main
priority in your life anymore. Your
whole perspective changes — your
perspective on your parents, your
self, everyone you meet who’s been
through this kind of event before.
AB: What emotions do you like to
express in your
«5
songsi
SB: It depends
on the tone of
the music —
rm not a confessional kind that
comes first.
of writer ... I try to make
Usually I
a little story for each one. start to play
and go from
there. But I’m
not a confes
— SAM BEAM sional kind of
writer, not like
Iron and Wine
diary entries or
anything. I try
have I got? I like TV on the Radio. to make a little story for each one.
It depends on what’s going on in
I’ve got my iPod on shuffle ... I
like lots of kinds of music. Folk,
that little situation, (laughs) It’s
blues, African music (and) reggae. kinda hard.
AB: Really!
AB: Let’s talk about “Woman
SB: I guess I’m all over the board, King,” which is awesome, by the
really.
way. I’m a big fan of it.
AB: That’s cool. Has fatherhood
SB: Thank you, thanks a lot.

AB: It seems to have a lot of
female and biblical references, so
what was your idea going into it?
SB: I didn’t really enter into it
knowing I was gonna do a the
matic record. I try to write every
day. So when that “Woman King”
song came around, I sorta realized
1 had a bunch of songs with
woman characters, either referen
tial or made-up. So it made sense
to put them all together. But
they’re just characters I’m interest
ed in; as far as the Biblical charac
ters, you have dichotic characters
that you try to revisit and put a
different human aspect to.

it

".

Check out the Daily otilitic
at www.mustani^daily.tiet to
read more of The Art beat’s
interview with Iron and
Wine’s Sam Beam.

Sequels
continuedfrom page 6

modern day settings. It even fea
tured another playable character,
one that was rumored to even start
Andivas” featured an aiming system his own franchise.
The game was mara'd by techni
from another Rockstar game,
cal issues and w’as inevitably tcxi little
“Manhunt.” Rockstar has also
and t(H> late. Another “Tomb
increased the variety of vehicle's
Raider” is in the works, but it is safe
found within the game, including
planes, motorcycles and helicopters as to say tha^ intea*st has a*ached an allthe series pn>gressed.
time low jfor the series.
While having e*stablished sequels
Butting money into sequels also
can be a great way to elalxirate on
means that original, creative games
an idea, it should be noted that they tend to get overlooked. Their
could also be detrimenul.
mega-budget cousins often over
“Tomb Raider,” for instance, was shadow games such as “Katamari
driven into the gmund by lack of
Damaci and C'all of the Cthuihu.”
real innovation. The majority of the This can discourage developers
games adeased felt like clones of the from trying to break from the
previous ones, with heroine Lara
established norms and try some
Croft having to adventure though
completely innovative.
some lost tomb in hopes of raiding thing
With
the X-Box 360, Blasystation
It. While it remained true to the title,
this didn’t translate to an ultimately 3 and Nintendo Revolution all
looming on the horizon, developers
fun experience for the gamer.
will bank more heavily on estab
“The Angel of Darkness” was
supposed to be the re-imagining of lished brand names. It lotiks like
sequels are going to play a major role
the franchise. Featuring a darker,
in the industry for at lea.st a few
edgier Croft, the game was taken
more years.
out of the crypts and into many

5 0 Cent

continuedfivm page 6
ing process. And, much unlike “8
Mile,” he swallows his pride and sac
rifices the life he once lived for his
girlfriend and baby boy.
“Get Rich or DieTtyin’” rises
above critics’ and fans’ expectations,
although many of those expecta
tions were quite low.
There are still many problems
with this film. 50 Cent is undoubt
edly glamorized in this movie. His
stints in prison are short and he
manages not to kill anyone in this
movie T—most likely a sugarcoated
portrayal of his real life.
The ending was also hurried. It

almost seems like the film’s creators
were depending on his real, public
life to fill any gaps the movie may
have overlooked.
Despite these problems, the film
as a whole is respectable and mod
erately well-acted. For a seemingly
all-gangster, sex-and-drugs rapper,
50’s diversity as an actor was sur
prising. He shows a wide spectrum
of emotmn, even though he had
about as many lines as Arnold
Schwarzenegger in “The
Terminator.”
Don’t get it wrong, though; a lot
of the film is thugs beating their
chests, trying to force their domi
nance on others, but that’s not all
it’s about.

The Mustang Daily is looking for
highly skilled Graphic Designers
with extensive experience with
Photoshop and illustrator

Mail your resume to Tiffany Mine:
tiffmine@aol.com
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C ity considers regulating pot clubs w ith b acl^ o u n d checks and fees
Lisa L eft
ASSOl lATtI) 1‘KtSS

SAN
FKANCISCX)
—
Supervisors were set to vote Tuesday
oil regulations that would govern
medical marijuana clubs after allega
tions of abuse at several of the cirv's 35
facilities.
The prc>posed rules, crafted with
input from Mayor Gavin Newsom
and after months of debate, would
require pot dispensary operators for
the first time to apply for permits that
include criminal and einployment
background checks. Cdub owners

would have to pay $i),610 for a permit
in addition to the S3,100 for a busi
ness license.
The regulations ,ilso would govern
where and how the clubs could do
business, prohibiting them from
opening in industrial or residential
areas. The zoning guidelines would
prevent dispensaries from operating
within .500 feet of schools or within
1,000 feet if pot-smoking is allowed
on the premises.
The crackdown conies as elected
otficials in this liberal city grapple
with how to balance their compassion
for patients who smoke pot to ease

pain with the logistical realities of an
unregulated industry that deals in a
federally illegal product.
Medical marijuana became legal in
Ckiliforma after voters approved the
(a)inpassionate Use Act in 19%.
In June, however, the U.S. Supreme
Canirt ruled that medical marijuana
patients could be prosecuted for ille
gal pot possession under federal law,
regardless of state ordinances.
T he San Franciset) permits would
include a bold-faced disclaimer;
“Issuance of this permit by the C'ity
and Gounty of San Francisco is not
intended to and does not authorize

the violation of state or federal laws.”
Even before the Supreme Court
ruling, local ofTicials here were
wrestling with how to regulate the
proliferating clubs. Mayor Newsom
and Supervisor Ross Mirkarimi, a
member of the CTreen Party, paired up
to address the problem after it was
revealed that a dispensary was about
to open in a city-operated residential
hotel for substance abusers.
At the time, San Francisco was
home to an estimated 40 dispensaries,
more by far than any other ('alifornia
city. Since the states voters adopted
the Caimpassionate Use Act of 19%,

the San Francisco ITepartment of
l^ublic Flealth has issued identification
cards to nearly S,0()0 people who
claimed they needed the drug to ease
symptoms for afflictions ranging fmm
All )S to arthritis.
Under the iiew' rules, clubs operat
ing as of April 1, when the city
imposed a moratorium on new clubs,
would have 18 months to obtain a
permit.'! heir applications then would
have to be approved by the city’s plan
ning directtir with input from the
police on the adequacy of proposed
security measures and the back
grounds of those running the clubs.
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Summer in Spain

By Brian 8c Kathy

Spanish Language Immersion Program

Aaylk ♦ Fills •Fiberglass •Airbrush •Facials

Summer 2006 - Valladolid

Manicure •Pedicures •French Manicure •Waxing

General Information Meeting

10% o ff

Thursday, November 17, 11:0 0 am - 1 2 noon
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 2 2 2

fo r C aí<Pofy Students
thefodcnvinß
On the
toLUrmm sermces:
^uUSet
• Th
• (pedicure d Manicure

CxMirso otfenH) thiK

Nitan loa, Spun 103, S|miii ui.

$p«n I2X. .Spitn 124. Spnn 301 ami Hum 310

fi*t lurlhtM' informalkm, tmiOd.
Or. .fumes Keese, 7.')6-ii70
e-mail jkeeiie(<i cal|Hily.etlii
Or. William Matlincz, 7S6 -u88<j,
e-mail vMiiartinei« calpoly .ttlu
Row Whitworth, /.V» 7i9<>.
e-niait rwhitwori» calpoK .eilu

fir

dBi

http://w’ww'.conlimiing-ed.calpolv,e<hi/travel spain.html

CALRXY

QiNUM-tVi Ejh iwnoN

(Bring this a d w ith you!

(80S) 783 - 2676
799 Foothill Blvd., Suite C
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
www.freshernails.com

CAl. POLY ARTS

$5

STUDEbfT TICKETS

Every season. Cal Poly A rts designates several show s as STUDENTT
RUSH Events. For these shows, any Dckets still available one hour prior
to curtain are only $5 at th e d o o r w ith valid S tu d e n t I.D.
R U SH Events are usually listed up to 72 hours prior to
show dates on the Cal Poly A rts web page;
www.calpolyarts.org. Click on "W h a t’s N e w " to check
which show s are posted with the $5 Rush tickets.
(All series shorn have regular student discounts available for
advance sale - check website for prices)

STUDENT R U S H !
$5 T I C K E T S A V A IL A B L E o n e h o u r p rio r to curtain;

^

Your Own Space
(at least for the night)

aNADIAN 8RA88

M id w e e k S p e c ia l $189

Sunday, November 20th, 4p.m.

Offered Sunday-Thursday. Not Valid on Holidays!

Christopher Cohan Center

"VIRTU05K MUSICIANSHIP,
MASTERFUL INTERPRETATIONS...
THE WORLD'S LEADINGBRASS
ENSEMBLE." ( WASHINGTON POST)
V

A stunning program featuring
the music of G IR O LA M O
FRESCOBALDI, JOHN WILBYE,
W O LFG AN G A M A D E U S MOZART,
G IOVANN I GABRIELI, BRAM W ELL
TOVEY, T O M A SO ALBINONI,
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA, and
_ , G E 0 R G F S BIZET.
*« #«**»**« r* ** «

S o r morm Informatiofi and artist «ampia«, visit www,calpolyafts>ofg

O vernight Stay in Luxury Suite w ith Private Balcony Spa
$20 Voucher for th e Gardens of Avila Restaurant
U nlim ited Yoga,Tai Chi, & Pilâtes Classes
'C i t m o r e

RE S ORT

Mineral Springs

1215 Avila Beach Drive • www.sycamoresprings.com • 805.595.7302

Rumsfeld quotes Clinton officials
in justifying decision to invade Iraq
Robert Burns
ASSCX:iATEI) PRESS

WASHINGTON — Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld on
Tuesday joined the Bush adminis
tration s attack on Iraq war critics,
quoting Clinton administration
officials who contended in the late
1990s that former Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein was a security
threat to the United States and its
allies.
At a Pentagon news conference,
Rumsfeld noted that C'ongress in
199S passed the Iraq Liberation
Act, making it U.S. government
policy to support efforts to remove
the Saddam regime from power. He
noted that President Bill Clinton
ordered four days of bombing in
December 1998.
President Bush on Monday
hurled back at Democratic critics
the worries they once expressed
that Saddam was a grave threat.
“They spoke the truth then and
they’re speaking politics now,” Bush
charged.
Rumsfeld continued Bush’s
assault on war critics, citing the
words of Clinton, former Vice
President AI Ciore, former
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright and Sandy Berger,
Clinton’s national security adviser.
Rumsfeld quoted Berger as hav
ing said of Saddam in 1998, “He
will rebuild his arsenal of weapons
of mass destruction, and some day,
some way, 1 am certain he will use
that arsenal again, as he has 10
times since 1983.”
Democrats have accused Bush of
manipulating and withholding
some prewar intelligence and mis
leading Americans about the ratio
nale for war.
Shortly before Rumsfeld spoke.

ASSCX:iATEI) PRESS

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld confronts critics of the Iraq war
during a press briefing at the Pentagon on Tuesday in Arlington, Va.
the Republican-controlled Senate
defeated, on a 58-40 vote, a
Democratic effort to pressure Bush
to outline a timetable for a phased
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Iraq. It then overwhelmingly
endorsed a weaker, non-binding
statement calling on the adminis
tration to explain its Iraq policy
and declaring that 2006 “should be
a period of significant transition to
full Iraqi sovereignty.”
Iraq and a host of other prob
lems, from the bungled response to
Hurricane Katrina to the indict
ment of a senior White House offi
cial in the CIA leak investigation,
have taken a heavy toll on Bush.
Nearing the end of his fifth year
in office. Bush has the lowest
approval rating of his presidency. In
AP-lpsos polling, a majority of
Americans say Bush is not honest
and they disappixive of his handling
of foreign policy and the war on
terrorism.

Referring to the current situa
tion, Rumsfeld said, “We are in the
midst of a war that threatens free
people across the world,” as evi
denced by terrorist attacks in the
United States, London, Madrid and
other cities. He said the world must
face up to the “dark vision” of a
network of “Islamo-fascists” and
extremists.
“They seek to build in Iraq what
they once had in Afghanistan — a
safe haven,” he said. “And then to
expand throughout the region and
beyond.”
While noting that many
Americans want to know when
U.S. troops will leave Iraq,
Rumsfeld said it would be a grave
mistake to leave prematurely.
“We must be careful not to give
terrorists the false hope that if they
can simply hold on long enough,
they can outlast us,” Rumsfeld said.
There are about 16(),(M)0 U.S.
troops in Iraq.
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Antitrust
continuedfrom page 5

all,” the vigorous, fast-talking
Chavez said as she sat on an
upturned Coke crate outside her
shop.
The shop is tucked into the cor
ner of a one-story brick building in
the working-class Iztapalapa neigh
borhood. Its counters are protected
against thieves with steel mesh.
Doing business here is tough.
Chavez has been held up at gunpoini or with knives several times
since she opened the store in 1992.
But nothing had prepared her for
the fight with Coca-Cola.
First, she didn’t know which
government agency to turn to.
Then, Chavez found the Federal
Competition Commission offices
on the swanky west side of town.
After two months of inaction, she
blew up at the anti-monopoly
agency.
“I told them, ‘What are you
good for? What purpose do you
serve?”’ she said. “Are you here to
protect Coke, or to defend us?”
They finally accepted her com
plaint, investigated it, and found
evidence of similar incidents —
some documented by Big Cola,
which later joined the case. Two
years later, on July 4, the commis
sion ruled in a closed-door ses
sion that 15 Coke bottlers had
violated anti-monopoly laws in
the case, and fined them about
$15 million.
“I was sure we would lose,
because in Mexico for so long,
people got away with anything,”
C'havez said.
just a few weeks later, on August
12, a similar case that had been
held up in hearings for years was
suddenly resolved - again, with a
ruling against Coke, this time
against 54 distributors who were

ordered to pay about $1 million
(euro 86(),()()()) each, the maxi
mum fine allowed.
A copy of one of the rulings
obtained by The Associated Press
showed that some Coke distribu
tors had threatened to remove
company-supplied refrigerators
and displays from shops that sold
other brands.
They also allegedly shifted
competitors’ merchandise away
from prime locations in some
stores, bought it all up and
dumped it, or offered C'oke mer
chandise in return for not selling
the other brands.
Alfredo Paredes, the communi
cations director for Big C’ola’s par
ent company, Ajemex, credits the
rulings with “giving us a sense of
reassurance ... that these small
business owners will no longer be
subject to intimidation.”
Chavez won’t get any of the
money — the fines go to the gov
ernment — though her victory
didn’t come cheap.
For three months, she lost all
her Cioke deliveries.“! thought we
were going to go out of business,”
she said.
Chavez was forced to buy Coke
from wholesale centers and lug
home dozens of cases in her 1979
Dodge Dart.
“My husband just watched me,”
she said, adding that he was angry
with her for taking on such an
impossible battle.
Things have changed since
those dark days.
Her husband now waits on cus
tomers as Chavez proudly shows
off her court papers. Almost on
cue, a bright red Coke truck pulls
up and smiling, courteous Coke
employees unload Chavez’s twiceweekly delivery. They say she’s a
good customer.

Listen. Process. Help.
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Summer in Mexico

Life is complex. Prepare to help people manage
the challenges of life.

Spanish Uuiguage Immersion Program
Summer 2006 - Cuemavaca

Azusa Pacific University’s graduate program s in Clinical
Psychology offer;

General Information Meeting
Thursday, November 1 7 , 1 1 am - 1 2 pm
Erbari Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 2 21

• An APA-accredited Psy.D. Program
• M.A. in Clinical Psychology (Marriage/Family Therapy em phasis)
• A curriculum that integrates spirituality and values
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Alternative transportation solves parking issue

U

nless you arrive on cam ty minute ride.
you could face a $15 to $25 ticket. Bike parking is free, although it finding a stop near your home, sacri
pus before 7:30 a.m. or Unfortunately a significant num Driving is absolutely the most may take while to find an open rack. ficing a little extra sleep, finding a
after 5:00 p.in., chances ber of people who live within a
The only cost is having a $3 seat and dealing with alternative
are it’s going to be toughmile
to find
of campus still feel the
tube every month or so if you ways of getting home if you have
P O L Y P D IN T to drive. This would be a
parking. With the Kennedyneed
Library
hit a patch of glass. The evening classes. For the vast majori
parking lot gone forever and enroll fifteen minute walk, ten minute
biggest complaint about bik ty though, bussing is a simple and
ment planned to increase by about bus ride and five minute bike
ing to school is getting to effective way of getting to class for
450 students each year, the challenge ride. Even though it’s only a
class tired and sweaty. This is free.
of parking is sure to get worse over three to five minute drive, it
an easy fix. Wear a gym shirt The bottom line is that you have
time.
takes nearly ten minutes or
for the ride, arrive 10 minutes options. Driving my seem like the
1 don’t believe that solution is more to find parking!
early, chill out on a bench for easiest solution because your car is
more parking structures and cheaper Obviously time is not the
a while to catch your breath always sitting in your driveway, but
parking. I don’t think we have a deciding factor.
and change into your daily take a minute to add up the full cost
parking problem. I think we have a It’s definitely not cheaper to
clothing just before class.
of driving and parking for an entire
driving problem! I live about three drive either. Quarterly parking
Walking is even easier. It is year and see if it’s really worth the
miles away from campus and it takes permits cost $85 and it is $4 for
free with no parking money.
less than fifteen minutes to ride my a daily permit. In addition, if
required. There aren’t any There are definitely improve
bike to school. When 1 have to you’re driving every day it is
‘no-walk zones’ and it’s a per ments to be made to our transit sys
drive, it still takes over ten minutes, probably nearly $10 each week
fect opportunity to get to tem and bicycle access, but the best
assuming there is little or no traffic. in gasoline, not to mention
A S I P « C » ID E N T ' "
know your neighbors who way to ensure those changes will
T Y t - O R M lO O L . e : S T A O T
As a last resort the bus stops less than maintenance costs. If you risk
walk to school as well.
happen is to increase demand for the
four blocks from my house and gets parking without a permit, in
Riding the bus is also free, services, proving that changes are
to campus on the hour, after a twen staff parking or let a meter expire expensive way to get to campus.
The only downsides to the bus are not only needed, but necessary.
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Students and staff give
quality performance in
“ProoP’

I would like to take this opportunity
to give a hearty round of applause to the
Theatre and Dance Department’s Fall
production of the Pulitzer Prize win
ning play, “Proof.” If you did not get a
chance to see it last weekend (Nov. 10,
11 and 12) run to the box office as fast
as you can and get your ticket for this
weekend. It is a fine example of the
quality of work that the students, facul
ty and staff strive to bring to the Cal
Poly campus.
It also shows how important educa
tional theatre is to our college campus
and the “learn by doing” motto that is
so well connected to our university.
Excellent performances by Kristen
Cropeland. RJ Pomeroy and janell Jones
only helps to prove that the department

and the students are of top caliber.
Ciiiest artist and professional actor. Bill
McLaughlin was a joy to watch and
added a wonderftil feel to the produc
tion.
Thank you theatre and dance depart
ment and Pam Malkin, director of
“ProoT’— I can hardly wait for the
winter production of“The Crucible!”
Margie Valine
College of Uberal Arts

Commentaries are not
meant for carrying on
grudges

jack Ingram’s most recent column
(Nov. 15) was ridiculous. Whether I
agree with his point of view or not is
irrelevant; in the words ofVoltaire, I may
disagree with what you have to say, but
I shall defend, to the death, your right to
say it. However, I must ask that if Mr.
Ingram, or any columnist for that mat
ter, expresses an opinion, value or
moral, then they would stand by it. In
his commentary. Ingram stated that it
vv-as a social disea.se when a dissenting
voice is raised and people personally
attack the dis.senter.
C4b\’iously. Mr. Ingram understood

M USTAN G
D A ILY
NOTICE

The Mustang Daily is a
“designated public forum.’’
Student editors have full
authority txi make all con
tent decisions without cen
sorship or advance
appmval.

with Julianne Byer

the letter to the editor as a personal
attack on him. His reaction, though,
was to reply to his critic with an attack
over twice as long! So in effect, when a
voice of dissent rose against him, he
responded with a personal attack. It is
my opinion that this is irresponsible
editorial journalism. Commentaries are
meant to breed discussion and raise oth
ers opinions; and that’s what they should
be expected to do. Not everyone will
agree with you; in fact, some will
adamandy fight against you.
As a columnist it is something you
should get used to. To use the power of
journalism to attack and disparage oth
ers with bitter words and sarcastic
phrases is in a column changes the
whole dialogue from thought-provok
ing commentary’ to petty and injurious
rancor. Please, leave paltry grudges out
of the commentaries; put them in the
letters section, where they most often
appear anyway.
Justin Gonzales
Business administration senior

(805) 7.56-1796 editorial
(80.5) 756-1143 advertising
(805) 756-6784 fax
mustangdaily@ginail.coni e-m ail

M U STA N G
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CORRECTIONS

The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the C'al Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
.ippreciate your readership and are
thankftil for your careftil reading.
Please send your correction
suggestions to
nuistangiiaiIy(a,gmail.coni
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"It's a party on the top, business on the sides."

Everyone has the right to
be wrong

I would like address your claim that
the ‘Activities since 9/11 have been
counterproductive to counter-terror
ism; adding fuel to the fire that is global
terrorism.’
Ah . . . I think I finally understand.
The killing of terrorists doesn’t seem to
be doing the job; why don’t we sit
down and talk with them? Wouldn’t
that be the next logical, civilized and
proper option, FOR ME TO POOP
ON!
The next time you. ascend your
Soap-Box, plea.se wow us all wnth your
deep understanding of international
Column reply is pathetic relations and explain how one would
jack Ingram, you’re wrong and Nick better support counter-terrorism, but I
was right. Your attempted rebuttal to digress.

M USTANG DAILY
Graphic Arts Building, Suite 226
C'alifornia Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

save face was sad, (wait let me use your
favorite literary tool the thesaurus to
find more sophisticated words to
describe just how sad it was so I appear
to be more credible); pathetic, feeble,
dismal, off point, out of context, redi
recting and bleak.
Matthew Bonander
Industrial technolo^ senior

LE T T E R
POLICY
.Send us your love, hate and more
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters for grammar, profan
ities and length. Letters, commen
taries and cartoons do not roprosent the views of the Mustang
Daily. Please limit length to 250

editor in chief Dan Watson
managing editor Kristen Oato
news editor C'aitlin Donnell
assistant news editor Erick Smith
sports editor Frank StranzI
assistant sports editor C'hris Ciunn
arts & entertainment Mariecar Mendoza
photo editor Sheila Sobchik
photographers Kiel Carreau,
Tom Sanders, Brennan Angel. Paul Meissner,
Michael Mullady
design editor I ouise Dolby
assistant design editor Jessica Greenwalt
copy editors Justin Fivella, Emily Rancer
online editor Ryan Chartrand

You and countless others have made
the as,sertion again and again that the
Iraqi war has only ‘exacerbated’ the
hatred towards America. These Muslim
terrorists need not a reason to attack
America (i.e. The USS Cole, 1995
WTC bombing, 1998 Yemen Embassy
bombings). Our military should have
been on the offensive kicking ass a long
time ago; unfortunately, our previous
president was too focused on salvaging
his personal image to deal with the
threat from overseas.
They hate us because we’re success
ful; because we treat women with dig
nity, and most importandy because we
support democracy in the face of
oppression all over the world (do I dare
play the Iraqi card?) They hate us
because of who we are and what we
stand for; freedom. Back in the day
Chamberlain screwed it up, this time we
won’t. Remember jack, your opinions
are always welcome, just not the stupid
ones. Think and publish what you may,
for that’s the great thing about living in
America; everyone has the right to be
wrong.
Scott Nordholtn
Ciidl cn^^ineerinx senior
words. Letters should include the
writer’s full name, phone number,
major and cla.ss standing. Letters
must come from a Cal Poly e-mail
account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the text in
the body of the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdaily(itt]gmaiI.com
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
C:.»l Poly, SLO, CA 9.3407

ad director TaigaYoung
oflSce manager Jennifer Venenia
ad designers Lavonna Johnson,
Tiffany Mine, Alan Navarro.Jacob Zukernian,
Jininiy Dinh
advertising representatives Liz t^iio,
Brandon Collins. Lindsay Smith,
Lucy Bouweraerts, Piling Yam, Akshit.i Deora,
Amber Freyerniuth, Emily Horniuth,
Rachna Chhabira. Jaime Ransom
ad layout ni.iiiager Cece (’hen
classified ad manager Jackie Chan
faculty adviser George Ramos
general manager Paul Bittick
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Fencing

Frankly

continued from page 12

continuedfrom page 12

an unranked team 42-10 and has
just one win against a team in the
top 25.), tor what it’s worth, the
Mustangs have tliree wins against
top 25 teams.
The bottom line is the
Mustangs have overcome their fair
share of adversity and, assuming
they win on Saturday, deserve to
be in the playotls.
As the sports editor, a C'al I'oly
student and an athlete, I encour
age all Ooly students to check out
the home games this weekend there are plenty of good ones to
choose from. The wrestling team
opens its season with an intra
squad meet on Thursday, the.
men’s and women’s basketball
open the regular season on FTiday
and the football and volleyball
teams are fighting for their playotT
lives on Saturday.

place honors in all three
weapons,” Hatten said.
Fencers compete in any of
three difterent events, each using
a different type of weapon
(sword) and a different method
of scoring points based on where
the weapon strikes the oppo
nent’s body.
The three weapons are the
epee, the foil, and the sabre.
Cdub member’s e.xperiences
range from some who have been
fencing since early childhood, to
others wht> began this tall when
they joined the club.
Andrew CAirtado, a freshman
environmental science major,
began fencing in September
when he arrived at ('al Foly and
already has competed in two
intercollegiate events.
“I had good teachers,” he said

of the coaches and more e.xperienced students who helped
him.“It takes patience and ded
ication, but anyone can do it.”
C'ompetitions are sometimes
geared toward beginners.
The tournament on campus
included an event specifically for
novice fencers, meaning anyone
with less than one-year e.xperience could compete in their
own division.
For those interested:
The club is open to all C'al Poly
students and men and women
compete against each other.
Instructional meetings are cur
rently scheduled for Tuesdays and
Thursd.iys from 8:()(( to Il:()()
p.m. in Mott (iym and bouting
(practice fencing) is held on
Saturdays from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
For more information visit the
C^al Poly fencing Web site at
www.fencing.calpoly.edu.

S b e ^ r lt r J J o rk S lm c e

ACROSS

**rro.s.sword

Edited by Will Shortz
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44 Times to revel,
72 Uncool sort
maybe
1 Fudge maker?
45 Not the
5 Iowa’s ___
DOW N
handsomest dog
Society
1 Boutonnieres’
46 Surface figure
10 Asian nation
places
suffix
48 Ones whoVe
2 One found just
! ■
gone splitsville
14 A lot?
around the
50 Circus Maximus
block?
15 Like early PC
attire
graphics
3 Pique
54 Vas deferens
16 Mail aid
4 Account
and others
overseer, for
17 Start of a quip
56
Place for carved
short
20 Big bird
initials
5
Car
21 Source of iron
58 Top guns
discontinued in
22 Pound sound
2004
60 Circus Maximus
23 Som e are
greeting
6
Grounds crew
famous
61 M P3 player
7 “Exodus" hero
27 Unearthly
maker
8 Bring home
30 Elvis trademark
62 End of the quip
9
Pasty-faced
31 Induce rain from
67
_______ of the earth
w.
10 Like hair at
33 Claimer’s cry
68 "You’ve got
salons
34 Grant-in-___
mail" hearer
11 Gold medal, e.g.
36 Milky Way and
69 Lily family
75
12 Lunched
others
member
13 Opposite of
38 City, state,___
70 Four-time Indy
euolt by batil OuOorr
paleowinner
39 Quip, part 2
40 Nice things to
18 Like some
71 Rotten
43 Yor
look at
women’s jeans
41 Counter call
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— time
(course slot)
42 1974 Marty
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R E A 0 S T 0 24 Hotfoot it
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horror role
25 Demeaning one
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The Sports
Balk, it’s the
real deal. Be
sure to check
it out every
Wednesday.

\0DmD ÌB1BAB
;^C heck out his
■"^exclusive
-if, ’f-iWednesdays
Sr 5V,
' at
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Kona s Deli
Home of the Surtin Sandwich!

Uoted Best SLO Sandwich
Runner Up by New Times
and #1 in January 2005*s
Mustang Daily!

/•4

Close to campus!
977 E. Foothill Blvd. Ste. 1
546-0369

Store Hours
Mon-Sat 10:30- 7pm
Sun. 10:30- 5pm

TT-
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NCA^EMBEIR 14<tJh--l8th
49 Ready for
dinner
51 Fountain sound

59 Started a
triathlon
62 Hip-hop "cool"

bid on hi[gh q u ality mcrchandiiso Hponaoixil by
UKal businesses and companies!
visit o u r w ebsite at k cp r.org
to vk?w pictures o f th e auction packages.

52 Hold fast
53 Did toe loops,
say

63 Noted resident
of the Dakota

D E D
A S S 26 Use wax on

A
F
0
0
T

S
U
R
G
E
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E
L
K
E
S

64 Milne marsupial
55 “Quiet'" locale
43 Took to the
57 Part of the
65 Off one’s feed
cleaners
28 Egyptian sacred
mnemonic for
bird
47 For no profit
EG B D F
66 Actor McKellen
29 Empath’s skill
32 Coffeemaker
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
style
credit card, 1-800-014-5554
35 Went off the
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday
deep end?
crosswords from the last 50 years. 1-888-7-ACROSS
37 Sing “K-K-KOnline subscnptions Toda/s puzzle and nwre than 2,000
Katy," say
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
39 Big silver
exporter

Share tips, nytimes.com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes com/leaming/xwords

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TEXTBOOKS

LOST AND FOUND

student Programmers
CDM Technologies, Inc.
www.cdmtech .com
Java experience. CSC 101-103
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 205-206,
XML/XSLT preferred.
15-20 hours per week for at
least one year (full-time
during school breaks).
U.S. Citizenship Required.
Starting Salary:
$8.00 to $16.00 per hour
Submit resume by fax; 541-1221
or email: phyllis@cdmtech.com

GRADING PAPERS, near Cal Poly,
Math-English. Mon Wed,
2:30 to 6 pm, $9 hourly
call: 466-5350

ATTN FRATERNITY HOUSES
6 0 " Sony Grand Mega TV
Love Football? Video Gam es?
Paid $ 4 5 0 0 in March of this year.
MUST SELL. Willing to consider
every offer!!!! (805) 709-2532

Buying Microbiology 224 textbook
new or used. ASAP!
Please call: (408) 821-6253

Keys lost near Children’s Center
w/ copper Cal Poly keychain
(408) 8 9 1 -6 2 7 7 '

LOST AND FOUND

Lost keys on red carabiner
Reward $30 (805) 550-6685

^

«

+

$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising pro
grams EQUALS $ l,0 00 -$3.000 in
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for up to $ 6 0 0 in bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with Cumpus Fundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 9233238, or visit
www.camDusfundraiser.com

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
¿iaasM ad Ada Website
www.mustangdaily.net

Lost 2 MINI Cruzer flashdrives,
a firewire for camera, and 32 MB
SO card in soft, black ARMANI sun
glasses case, nissana@gmail.com

Olympus digital camera found near
foothil. Contact; 528 7445

$50 REWARD for Industrial
Technology PVC sandwich board.
Last seen on corner of Dexter
Lawn. Please call: (907) 270-6552
iTsociety@calpoly.edu

Lost High School Ring: silver w/
blue stone. (805) 550-414

•«•«•I » >4 « «4
•
•
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Skateboard found in the
cashier’s office

Lost and Found ads are FREE!
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Volleyball playoff hopes at stake
Hayes on
the team ’s
N C A A
tournam ent
chances:
“ W c ’ Vc
been training
all year with
that goal in
our minds. We
c o c R i Ksv i>m )H)
know what’s
on the hue Chelsea Hayes
and have tried our hardest to make
it,” said setter C'.helsea Hayes.
Hayes on “Right now,
the poten- University
of
tial coinpe- Washington and
tition at the maybe Nebraska
N C A A seem to be the
tournament: biggest competi
tion for us if we make it to the
tournament.”

Tirtany Dias
MUSIAN(. DAin

ihht^ ■* a; atT,

Although the C^tl Poly vvoineii’s volleyball team
was defeated by the Pacific in four games on
Saturday, ending a five-match winning streak against
the Tigers, their season is not yet at its end.
5
The Mustangs finished at the Mig West
tConference with a 10-4, putting the team in third
place and possibly giving them a chance to compete
at the N(CAA Natitmal CChampionship Tournament
m December.
“We are the best, biggest turn around story in the
country. Last year, the team was 5-25, now we’re
CAI ran
hoping to go to Nationals,” coach Jon Stevenson
said.
The Mustangs played hard against the Tigers, a
team coach Stevenson described as, “a really strong
team.”
Vi
Last week’s loss also brings the Mustangs to a
■ V.-.
notable lH-6 record and caused the team to train
harder for the last game of the season to host UC'
Davis this Saturday.
The loss dropped CCal Poly’s record to IH-b over
all and motivated the team for the upcoming game
Stevenson
against I )avis.
on the who
“While it’s been no picnic this season, we’ve
Cal Poly
worked hard to make it this far,” Stevenson said. “1
could face in
the NCAA
anticipate that we will win the game this weekend.”
tournament:
A win against the UCC Davis, while not a deciding
factor for the championships, is still important for
“ Wh i l e
SOBCHIK MUSTANd DAIIY
the Mustangs because the NC'AA selection commit Cal Poly’s Nicole Bertotti andSHEII.A
I’m
not say
Mulder celebrate
tee, who decides which teams will compete at the during one of the Mustangs’ win Kayla
ing we’re not
at Mott Gym this season.
championship, would likely frown upon a loss to the
thinking
4-23 Aggies.
couRi
K
SY
molo
team could play with the top 32 teams in the coun
about the
Sophomore setter Chelsea Hayes, predicts the team try,” Stevenson said.
Jon Stevenson com petition
will lay the Aggies down and remains optimistic of The C'al Poly women’s volleyball team is set to play
(at the tour
their chances at the qualifying for the tournament.
their final match of the regular season on Nov. l‘> at 7 nament), we hope that we will
“We’re a superior team to Davis. It’s just a matter of p.m. at Mott Gym against UC' Davis. The Mustangs have that problem in the first
how we execute and dominate the game,” Hayes said. topped the Aggies in four in their previous meeting. place.”
At Nationals, the Mustangs’ level competition in
the first round would depend on their seed, which
could vary depending on how the selection com
mittee interprets the team’s lax pre-season schedule.
The team did have significant wins against UC'. Santa
Barbara and Long Beach State.
SKIRTS INKlRMATION REI*ORT
West Coast, Western Athletic,
“I hope we get a good draw at the tournament.
Mountain West and the Big Sky
Senior Kayla Mulder was Conferences.
It’s a little nerve racking during practice to not
named to the ESPN The College Sports Information
know for sure, but anything could happen,” Hayes
Magazine Academic All-District Directors within the District
explained.
First Team in District VIII, VIII area voted on the team.
Senior outside hitter and team captain, Vanessa
announced today. Mulder is one Mulder, a kinesiology’ major
(iilliam, is hoping to put the Aggies down in straight
of five student-athletes from the at Cal Poly, is third on the team
sets.
Big West to be named to an All- with a average 3.01 kills per
"A lot of the girls want to send them home early.
District team, and will now be game.
I think everyone wants to put the hurt on them,”
added
to the Academic All- Her all-around game includes
Gilliam said.
COURTESY PHOTO
America ballot.
2.44 digs, 0.88 blocks and 17
Gilliam also expects a win to boost morale.
Kayla Mulder is
District VIII is comprised of service aces.
“1 think winning will be a confidence builder. ah outside hitter
the
states of Alaska, Arizona, Cal Poly, 18-6 overall and 10Ending a scheduled season on a positive note will for the Mustangs
California, Hawai’i, Idaho, 4 in the Big West, concludes the
lead us in w'ith a good attitude for the tournament.” and is third on
Nevada, C')regon, Utah, regular season with its final
Stevenson expects a smooth win for the team this the team in kills
weekend and the chances for the Mustangs headed per game. Mulder Washington and British home match on Saturday at 7
Columbia. Players selected rep pm against non-conference foe
to NCAA tournament are, according to Stevenson, is a native o f
resent the Big West, Pacific-10, UC Davis.
Ripon, Calif.
“are very good.”
‘Td stake my reputation when 1 tell you that this

Mulder named a distria Ali-Academic

Club spoils beat: Fencing foils
competition at home tourney
Jeremy Teitelbaum
SI'IX lAl TO THE DAILY

Cal Poly’s fencing team not only hosted an
intercollegiate tournament this weekend, but
also dominated the team competition. Overall
CLiI Poly took first place honors in all three
weapons, according to club president C'asille
Batten.
Individually for C'al Poly, Brian Davis took
first place in the foil and C'ash Fitzpatrick took
first place m the sabre.
The fencing club hosted The Turkey Tourney
Saturday in the Recreation CTuiter. About 100
competitors representing at least six colleges

4

participated in the event. The sport traces its
roots to traditional dueling, according to the
club’s website.
'S.
“It is both a mental and physical event,” says
Batten, a C'al Poly senior who began studying
fencing while living in the south of France. “It
keeps you thinking and on your toes.”The fenc
ing club is currently one of the top club teams
in C'alifornia, she added.
“We were the overall winners of the
C'alifornia Intercollegiate Cdub Cdiampionship
last season and (recently) competed at a league
JEREMY TEITELBAUM MUSIANU DAIlY
tournament in Santa O uz where we took first Walter Goodwater attacks his opponent as
see Fencing, page 11 teammate Brian Davis watches in the back.

Frank StranzI

m

Sl’ORTS EDITOR

First otf, congratulations to
Matt johnsrud, who qualified for
the NC;AA O o s s C'ountry
C'hampionships by finishing 17th
at the West Regional meet over
the weekend. It’s truly an accom
plishment to compete at a nation
al championship event.
Honestly, I think Matt and the
entire cross-country team deserves
props just for competing in their
sport. 1 mean honestly, who runs a
five mile race for fun? It’s a long
w.iy to go for just one race.
Oaziness, pure craziness.
Anyways, it’s time to get to
business. A couple weeks back I
said the football team had to
rediscover themselves and figure
out how to win with freshman
quarterback Matt Brennan in the
lineup.
I, for one, didn’t think they had
a shot at winning out and making
the playoffs. I didn’t see the game
at UC' D.ivis, but the stats were
disparaging to say the least. C'al
Poly had a paltry 1 13 yards of
total offense that ilay.
just to compare and contrast,
James Noble, the Mustangs’ start
ing running back, averages 117
rushing yards per game.
But here we are, two weeks
later and the Mustangs are back
on track for a playoff birth. A win
on Saturday all but guarantees an
at-large birth to the playoffs.
There’s no way the selections
committee can snub C'al Poly this
year.
For those unaware of C?al Poly’s
royal-snubbing from a year ago,
here’s how the end of the season
played out.
The team was off to one of the
best starts in school history. Seven
wins without a loss, then tragedy
struck in the form of a last
minute loss to rivals UC Davis at
Mustang Stadium.
Stunned from seeing certain
victory vanish into sudden
demise, the Mustangs traveled to
Eastern Washington and got their
asses kicked, to put it bluntly.
They lost 38-21 and watched
their playoff hopes slip aw’ay.
Despite winning its remaining
games by wide margins (31-0
over Northern C'olorado and 5813 at Sacramento State), Cal Poly
was left out of the playoffs by the
selection committee.
Seem familiar? Just like last
year, the team dropped back-toback games, putting its playoff sta
tus in limbo.
Should the Mustangs beat
Idaho State on Saturd.iy, anything
less than a playoff birth would be
criminal.
Even though the national polls
are a joke (The No. 1 team lost to
see Frankly, page 11

